Exeter 24 — Tech. 0.

Tech. played her third game October 18, with Exeter, on the academy gridiron, being defeated 24-0. The score does not well describe the game, as in the first half although Exeter scored, the ball was most of the time in Exeter territory.

Stewart kicked off and Exeter recovered thirty yards before being downed. Tech. held well and in the third down Exeter tried for a field goal but the ball fell far short. Stewart returned the kick with a magnificent punt, landing the ball well up toward Exeter's goal. Exeter fumbled and Maxson secured the ball carrying it some distance before being downed. By steady rushing Tech. reached Exeter's three yard line but failed to get any further. Brill punted to Storer who made little gain. Shepard made a short end run. Exeter obtained the ball, Brill punted, Stewart returned it to Scales. Exeter fumbled, but recovered, and by hard line bucking scored and kicked a goal. Stewart kicked to Scott who recovered 25 yards. Brill punted and Stewart returned it to ten-yard line. Exeter again punted, Washburn received the ball and gained some ground. Again Exeter secured the ball and gradually worked up the field for another touchdown and goal.

Several substitutes were put in by both teams, Exeter seeming in better condition than Tech. Line bucking and a few punts marked this half.

Wesleyan 44 — Tech. 6.

Tech. met an overwhelming defeat in Saturday's game with Wesleyan by a score of 44-6. The team was a defeated one in spirit before it left Boston and doubly so when it returned.

The game put up was as poor a game as Tech. ever played, the interference ragged and line work weak. Wesleyan, though still feeling the effects of the U. P. game, put up a good game, their fine interference giving long end runs. The line gains were not so large.

Tech. kicked off and Ingliss retrieved 20 yards; an end play netted 30 more and seven downs carried the ball over the line. No goal. Pond kicked off and after one play Ingliss punted to Pond, the latter dropping the ball conveniently for Yarrow to gather it in and score from an open field run. No goal. This same thing happened again and with one goal the score stood 17-0 in the first five minutes. Tech. braced up a little but Wesleyan scored again by end plays, adding five more to the score. Wesleyan seeing no danger from Tech. began to put in substitutes at full back and right end. Wray at full soon scored again for Wesleyan. Tech. received several punts but invariably had to kick. The line up:

Exeter.

WESLEYAN.

WESLEYAN. M. I. T.

Wesleyan 44 — Tech. 6.

"Yes," said the farmer swinging his scythe, "this goes against my grain."—Ex.